Children's Kalaam Rhyme
1. Allah exists without a place or a how.
Whoever denies that is worse than a cow.

11.Allah does not change, all change is created.
Anything that changes is surely innovated.

2. Allah does not have a form or a shape.
Remember that or you'll be like an ape.

12.Beginningless and Endless He surely is,
The belief of Islam is firm on this.

3. He does not have an up or a down.
He is not something that moves around.
Say it and Sħayţaan makes a big frown.

13.Aļļaah is All-Knowing, future, now and past,
He knows exactly how long you will last.

4. Allah is not something you can measure.
This belief of Islam is really a treasure.
5. He has no direction, up, front or back,
no near or far or any kind of lack.
Say it and Sħayţaan gets a big smack.
6. Allah does not resemble anything.
Never think of Him by imagining.
7. Anything that might enter your mind.
You know for sure it's created kind.
8. Reject it and push it out of your heart.
The Sħayţaan then runs off like a dart.
9. Whatever you imagine is only His creation.
So anything in mind is only innovation.
10.An innovation is something that is new.
And what is new is created, as you knew.
Keep it in mind or you'll be like a Jew.

14.Every detail of the future is predestined already,
know this and keep firm and steady.
15.Anything He wills He has the Power to create,
He created all actions and specified your fate.
Firmly believe it or you'll be a musħrik fake.
16.Aļļaah speaks without letters, words or sound,
as these are in the speech of creatures found.
17.The pages revealed refer to His speech without whim,
just as His uttered name lets us speak about Him.
18.All-Hearing, All-Seeing without sequence or organs.
Say “He is not like us,” to spite the pagans.
19.Aļļaah is One, no exceptions that's it.
Partners, parts or equals do not befit.
20.He is attributed with life unlike creation's
without body, soul, needs or temptations.
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21.Allah has absolutely no needs at all.
Forget that and on your face you will crawl.

31.Not by reading alone and personal opinion
be very careful, it's an expert's dominion

22.All other than Allah needs Him for everything.
So He and only He deserves worshiping.

32.You need an engineer to build something well,
and a scholar to avoid the tortures of Hell.

23.He created the throne to show His power.
He is not on it. Not higher, not lower.

33.Avoid the scholars that drive on the sidewalk
like Ben Taymiyah, Ben Hazm and their talk.

24.It is not a seat for Him - say it over and over.
It's the Angels Kaˆbah - around they wander.

34.The fortress of Islam is its traditional schools
in fiqh and beliefs they're all wisdom pools.

25.Our Prophet like the others never ever sinned,
lied or cheated, in your mind keep it pinned.

35.Hanafiy, Maalikiy, and also Shaafiˆiy
this is in fiqh where you should be.
And if you're careful be a Hanbaliy.

26.They've never slow minds or meanness in their hearts,
or disgusting diseases or bodyparts.
27.All of Allaah's message they surely delivered
they never left wrong be or uncommented
28.A prophet shines bright in beauty and character
intelligent and honest for your heart a shelter
29.Ours miracles were thousands, but the greatest
is the book of Aļļaah that no one can best
even after a thousand year test.
30.Anything he said we must follow as taught
by the scholars that explain what he brought

36.Asħˆariy and Maaturiidiy - our knights of belief
defend it from Ibliis and any deviant chief
learn from the knights to beat the faith-thief
37.The sane who knows Islam accounts for what he does
says or believes if after puberty it was
38.Farđ and waajib he must do lest deserve punishing
Makruuh and ĥaraam he shuns to not be sinning
39.Makruuh tanziihiy is rewarded by your avoiding
Sunnah and mustaĥabb rewarded by engaging
40.He can do what is called mubaaĥ in this religion
keep all these judgments in realization
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41.Hold on to Islam it is a shining light.
Your grave will be a home - large and bright.
42.If you do not follow and take my advice:
Beware your grave will be like a vise.
43.Muslims go to Paradise, Kaafirs go to Hell.
If you die as a Muslim then you'll be well.

